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Abstract. Finish materials in facade systems are experiencing significant
stress associated with atmospheric and mechanical influences. The use of
tiles with high durability and the ability to relax deformations will allow to
obtain efficient cladding for building systems. The article presents the
results of the selection of compositions and technologies of a composite
material based on finely ground highly active waste produced by portland
cement, mineral binder, additives based on polycarboxylic ether MC-6955,
and polymer additive MC-Adhesive. MC-Adhesive is a polymer additive
used for: a significant increase in flexural strength; reduce the elastic
modulus; increase water resistance; increase the concrete mix cohesion;
making coatings with high requirements for abrasion, low dusting and high
resistance to aggressive substances.The article presents the results of
research methods of selection of compositions of composite polymer
concrete. The strength characteristics of polymer concrete with an average
density of 2370-2450 kg/m3 are most dependent on the consumption of
fine waste and polymer additives. The nomogram obtained as a result of an
active experiment makes it possible to evaluate the dependence of the
strength on these factors and select their optimal ratio.

1. Introduction
The analysis of the information space united by the technology of polymer concrete and
concretes on secondary raw materials showed that the sources of waste generation
(including material debris) are demolition of construction sites and technological processes
involving the accumulation of finely dispersed waste. As a result of the implementation of
comprehensive housing programs, a huge amount of construction (including concrete) scrap
has already accumulated at the respective storage facilities, the disposal of which is
necessary, and will become mandatory in the near future.
There are many ways to utilize such by-products, but one of the science-based forms of
waste disposal is to use them as part of building materials, including finishing materials [1,
2].
Note that by-products of technological processes can already become sources of fairly
efficient raw materials or active fillers, especially since many of them initially possess
binding properties [3, 4]. The real way to recycle such waste is a using it as an active filler
or binder component for building materials with special properties.
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Finishing materials in facade cladding systems have a significant atmospheric and
mechanical load. Atmospheric loads are caused by temperature changes, direct action of
condensed moisture, solar and wind effect. Mechanical loads are the result of changes in
the geometric characteristics of the base (their shrinkage, movements, etc.), or with the
deformations of the suspension and fastening systems. If the facing product is rigid, then
upon reaching a certain level of stresses in the structure, it becomes possible to destroy the
products or to drop them out of the fastening systems. For preserving the integrity of
construction, it is necessary that the products have a certain elasticity (flexibility), while
maintaining all performance characteristics at the level required by the standards [3, 4].

2. Methods
The goal of the research is the preparing and conduction an experiment aimed at creating
the fundamentals of the technology of facing products based on mineral binder production
wastes. The chemical composition of the waste was determined by the method of Fused
Beads 12-05-14 on S8 TIGER (table 1).
Table 1. Chemical composition of waste.
SiO2
35.10

Al2O3
5.15

Fe2O3
3.12

Chemical composition in the ignited state, %
CaO
MgO
SO3
K2O
Na2O
50.71
2.15
2.37
0.63
0.30

MnO
0.13

TiO2
0.29

The used cement in the studies - CEM II-42.5 (Heidelberg cement). As a
superplasticizer in all compositions was used the additive based on polycarboxylic ether
MC-6955 and a polymer additive MC-Adhesive. MC-Adhesive is a polymer additive used
for: a significant increase in flexural strength; reduce the elastic modulus; increase water
resistance; increase the concrete mix cohesion; making coatings with high requirements for
abrasion, low dusting and high resistance to aggressive substances.
The experiment of the selection and optimization of the composition was carried out by
the methods of mathematical planning of the experiment. The matrix of the experiment was
based on a quadratic D-optimal rotary plan. The experimental conditions are given in table
2. Processing of the experimental results was carried out according to the method adopted
for this method.
Table 2. The conditions of the experiment.
Name of factor

Symbol,
Xi

The average
value of factor,
̅
Х𝑖

The range of
variation,
̅𝑖
∆Х

The values of
the factor levels
-1
+1

Disperse waste consumption,
kg/cm3
Plasticizer consumption, %
Polymer additive consumption,
%

X1

70

10

60

80

X2
X3

1.0
5.0

0.2
0.4

0.8
4.6

1.2
5.4

The intervals of the change of factors were established on the basis of the analysis of a
priori information and the goals of the experiment. The factors are independent and
operable. The consumption of cement, sand, rubble and water in the experiment did not
change. Cement consumption was assumed to be 264 kg/m3, waste consumption - 66 kg/m3
(20% of the initial cement mass), sand consumption - 900 kg/m3, coarse aggregate
consumption 1050 kg/m3, water consumption 210 kg/m3.
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3. Results
Mathematical processing of the experimental results allowed us to obtain regression
equations for the average density (U2) and compressive strength (U1). The following
mathematical models (polynomials) were obtained:
- for compressive strength:
𝑌1 = 32.6 + 2.8𝑋1 + 1.9𝑋2 + 1.8𝑋3 − 1.4𝑋1 𝑋3
Confidence interval for compressive strength ∆𝑏1 = 1.1 MPa.
- for medium density:
𝑌2 = 2415 + 21𝑋1 − 14𝑋2 + 12𝑋3 + 10𝑋1 𝑋3 + 8𝑋22
The confidence interval for the average density is ∆𝑏2 = 7 kg/m3.
The strength of polymer concrete samples is most affected by the consumption of finemilled waste (the coefficient at X1 is 2,8), and since this waste has the properties of a
hydraulic binder, an increase in its consumption leads to an increase in compressive
strength. The consumption of plasticizer and the consumption of polymer additives affect
the increase in strength to a lesser extent (coefficients at X 2 and X3). A simultaneous
increase in the consumption of finely ground waste and polymer additives leads to a
decrease in strength, which can be explained by a decrease in the reactive surface of the
mineral component due to the adsorption of the polymer.
The average density of polymer concrete depends on variable factors to a lesser extent.
The greatest impact on the average density has the consumption of fine ground waste (the
coefficient at X1 is equal to 21). An increase in plasticizer consumption leads to a certain
decrease in the average density, and this relation is not linear (the coefficients at X 2 and X22
are equal to “–14” and 8, respectively). An increase in the consumption of the polymer
additive affects the increase in the average density to a lesser extent than other factors of
the degree (the coefficient at X3 is equal to 12). A simultaneous increase (or decrease) in
the consumption of the mineral component and the polymer additive slightly increases the
average density (the coefficient at X1X3 is 10).

Fig. 1. Relation of compressive strength of polymer concrete samples (size 100x100x100 mm) on
variable factors: dispersion waste costs, plasticizer and polymer additive.
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Fig. 2. Relation of the average density of polymer concrete samples (size 100x100x100 mm) on
variable factors: dispersion waste costs, plasticizer and polymer additive.

4. Discussion
The influence of plasticizer consumption on the average density of concrete has an
extreme significance, which makes it advisable to use the method of analytical
optimization [5]. To find the extremum (the value of X 2) corresponding to the
minimum density, we use the method of analytical optimization.
The method of analytical optimization is based on a concept based on two
statements: a mathematical model (in the form of a polynomial) is reasonable to the
real process. It describes this process with an established degree of accuracy; and
the resulting mathematical model is an algebraic nonlinear function of several
variables: with this function, all types of actions can be performed using the
apparatus of mathematical analysis [11–14]. The reasonable of the model is
confirmed by the verification of statistical hypotheses, which is carried out in the process
of processing the experimental data, the reasonable is determined by the Fisher criterion.
From the standpoint of mathematical analysis, analytical optimization consists in
determining the extrema of a function of several variables for each of the variables (for this,
find the partial derivatives for each of the variables (for each factor) and equate them to
zero). Next, the polynomials are solved taking into account the found extremal functions
and the optimized regression equations are obtained.
The analytical optimization technique is developed by NRU MGSU and tested in the
study of technologies of various building materials and in the implementation of system
solutions based on these materials.
When developing the methodology for selecting the composition of polymer concrete,
optimization is carried out according to (plasticizer consumption), since only from this
parameter does the average density have a quadratic functional dependence:
14
𝜕𝑌2 ⁄𝜕𝑋2 = −14 + 16𝑋2 = 0 → 𝑋2 =
= 0.875
16
Having solved the equations Y1 (X1, X2, X3) and Y2 (X1, X2, X3) with X2 = 0.875, we
obtain the following optimization functions:
- for compressive strength:
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𝑌1 = 34.3 + 2.8𝑋1 + 1.8𝑋3 − 1.4𝑋1 𝑋3
- for medium density:
𝑌2 = 2409 + 21𝑋1 + 12𝑋3 + 10𝑋1 𝑋3
We carry out a graphical interpretation of the dependence of compressive strength on
the consumption of finely ground waste (X1) and the consumption of the polymer additive
(X3). As a result, we obtain a nomogram (Fig. 3), with the help of which it is possible to
predict the strength of polymer concrete or to choose the optimal costs of the components.
Determine the optimal consumption of plasticizer (P) in natural terms: P = 1.0 +
0.2×0.875 = 1.15±0.2 %

Fig. 3. Relation of concrete strength on the costs of fine milled waste and polymer additives with a
plasticizer content of 1.15 ± 0.2%.

5. Conclusion
The methodology for selecting the composition and evaluating the properties of polymer
concrete depending on the composition change was developed on the basis of mathematical
planning of an active three-factor experiment, processing its results and using the
methodology of analytical optimization. Cement consumption is 264 kg/m3, sand
consumption - 900 kg/m3, coarse aggregate consumption - 1050 kg/m3, water consumption
- 210 dm3/m3. To obtain polymer concrete with a strength not lower than 36 MPa, the waste
consumption is assumed to be 66 kg/m3; consumption of polymer additives – 5,1%;
optimized plasticizer consumption – 1,15%.
After receiving the calculated values, their experimental verification is mandatory on
the basis of test batches and tests at the age of 28 days with the necessary composition
correction.
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